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1 Introduction 
We consider quasi-Newton methods from the Broyden’s family for the unconstrained 
optimization problem min f(z), z E R”. These methods iteratively generate a sequence 
of approximate solutions (given ~1 and B1) in the following form: 
d/c = -Bilgk, xk+l = xk + hdk, 
Bk+l(h) = Bk - B;;;kyk 
T 
k 




where Xk is t,lie step length determined by a line search process, gk = Vf(~k), yk = 
gk+l - gkr Sk = xk+l - xk, and ‘+ = y&&k - BkSk/S;BkSk. The SC&r 4k ill (1.2) 
characterizes differentlmethods in this one parameter family. The so-called convex class 
consisk of methods with & E [0, l] including the two most, popular BFGS and DFP 
(+k = 0 and $k 5 I, respectively). Al so, if 4; < C$k and Bk is positive definite, then 
Bk+l(4k) is also positive definite, where 
44 = 
(YkTsk)2 
(&k)2 - SkTBkSk y:B,‘yk 
<o 
is called the degenerate value for the Broyden’s family. 
In the past years, most of the research interest in the parameter 
family has been focused on the convex class and BFGS has been 
(1.3) 
4 of the Broyden’s 
generally accepted 
as t,he best algorithm. In this paper, we investigat,e the use of negative values for the 
p&ramet,er 4. 
\Ve assume that the following two standard conditions hold for inexact. line searches: 
f(Tk + Akdk) 5 f(xk) + aAkg,Tdk, g(rk + Akdk)Tdk _> /-%:dk, (1.4) 
where 0 C: CI < i and cr < ,!? < 1. We shall occa.sionally drop t,he subscript ‘k’ in t,he 
sequel. 
For programming convenience, we use the inverse updating formula: 
(1.5) 
where Hk = Bkl ad wk = Sk/t&k - Hk?Jk/lJ;HkYk. Moreover, 6 is obtained from 4 
through the mapping 8 = (4 - l)/(#~(l - CL) - l), where p = sTBayTHy/(yTs)2. BFGS 
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llow correspomh to 8 = 1 and DFP to 6 = 0. Meanwhile, the ($‘,O] is nmpped onto 
[l, foe), where 4’ is the degenrrate value defined as in (1.3). 
We now state t,he following basic quasi-Newton algorit,hm: 
Algorithm 1.1 Given xl and H1 positive definite, for k = O,l, 2,3, . . . . do 
1. Evaluate f( xk+l) and g(xk+l) and if a given termination criterion is Satisfied, then 
stop. 
2. If k > 0, then let yk = gk+l - gk, sk = xk+l - xk and use formula (1.5) io obtain 
Hk+l for a chosen value of ok. 
3. Compute the search direction dk+l = -Ifk+lgk+l. 
4. Use a suitable line search routine satisfying (1.4) to determine the step length 
x k+l . 
5. Let xk+Z = xk+l t; &+ldk+l. 
2 Global and Superlinear Convergence for q5 < 0 
Powell [3] has p roved a strong convergence result for BFGS with an inexact line search 
satisfying (1.4) 1 w len applied to a strictly convex objective function. Recently, Byrd, 
Nocedal and Yuan [l\ h ave extended this result to 4 E (0,l). 
We now extend Powell’s results to 4 < 0. 
Theorem 2.1 (Global Convergence) Let f(x) be a convex function, mch that the 
set {x : f(z) 5 f(xI)} ia bounded, and Juch that f(x) h as continuous second derivatives 
in this set, where x1 is any given vector. Let B1 be any positive definite matrix. Let 
qSi = (1 - v)$;, where 0 < v < 1 and $; is the degenerate value of the Broyden’s family 
defined as in (1.3). If 4;: 5 r$k < 0, th en the corresponding quasi-Newton method defined 
as in Algorithm 1.1 generates a sequence xk, k = 1,2,3, . . . . that either converges to or 
termlnafes at the minimizer of f(x). 
The proof is a slight modification of Powell’s proof. See [-I]. 
We define a few scalars to be used in the subsequent superlinear convergence theorem. 
Let at each iteration p;j E $$$, 0 5 j < i 5 3 and 
~=(Pzv~I& b= (P31 - 41) - (PZl - PlOL C = (1 - /‘z# + 2(P31 - P;,,. 
Theorem 2.2 (Superlinear Convergence) Let the sequence {xk} converge to x. and 
be generated by Algorithm 1.1 with a line search obeying (1.4) and alway taking the unity 
step whenever possible. Let f(x) h ave a poaitive definite Heaaialt at x, which satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of x+. For any given constants 77 < 0, Y, E E (0, l), 
define at each iteration 
where 4; < 0 is the degenelnte value and 6k < 0 is the negative root of a.kb2 + 2bk6 + ck. 
If for k > ko > 0, +k E [%,O], th en the convergence is superlinear. 
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The proof is an extension of Griewank and Toint’s results. This approach was suggested 
to us by Nocedal and Bryd. For details, see [4]. 
3 Steepest Descent Quasi-Newton Algorithm 
We now propose an algorithm that we call steepest descent qumi-Newton method. Let 
Hk+l(e) and wk be as defined in (1.5) and let dk+l = -Hk+l(6)gk+l denote a candidate 
of the (Ic + l)th search direction corresponding to a certain value of 8. By elementary 
calculations, we have 
dk+l(P) = pk + /jqk, p = 1 + e(pk - I), (3.1) 
where 




It is easy to see that for DFP, p = 1, and for BFGS, p = /.L. Given pi < p;, when p varies 
from P: to Pi, dk+l(p) P s am a wedge, provided that pk and qk are linearly independent. 
The wedge will have different angles depending upon the range of p. We shall always 
assume that pi > 0 so that all dk+l(P) are descent directions. In order to determine the 
parameter p for our algorithm, we solve the following problem: 
where the interval [pi, pi] is called the admissible interval. There always exists a unique 
solution to this problem for linearly independent, pk and qk, which is, if not one of the 
end points, 
(p!&)(&gk+l ) - h’i!h )(dh+l) 
Pk -= ~Phki??k+~) - (k%dPf%+d 
(3.3) 
This algorit,hm chooses in the set of the dllscent quasi-Newton directions (the wedge) 
the one in which the objective function; locally descends most rapidly. 
We have done ext,ensive comparative experiments for the two algorithms - BFGS 
and SDQN (steepest descent quasi-Newton). The basic Algorithm 1.1 has been used to 
carry out t,he nunlerical experiments. We refer to [4] for algorit,hmic details. For SDQN 
the admissible interval [pi, pk+] has been chosen as [p k, p:] = [pk, 5pk]. Although this 
choice guarant,ees the global convergence fnr convex functions, it does not, necessarily 
satisfy the condition +k > yk in Theorem 2.2 for superlinear convergence. The main 
reason why we do not choose the admissible int,erval according to Theorem 2.2 is that 
the evaluat,ion of Tk requires O(n’) operations which may be too high t,o be economical. 
The present SDQN algorithm only needs 2 more inner products than BFGS. Numerical 
resu1t.s shows that its relatively faster convergence rate compared to BFGS does not 
seem t,o deteriorate asympt,otically for a limit,ed number of test, problems. 
The test, problems used in our numerical experiments are the 18 problems collected 
in [2]. For each problem, different initial values have been used, and for problems 
with variable dimensions, different n-values have been tested. The total tested cases 
are over 800. On the average, SDQN consistently outperforlns BlYiS by a significant 
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margin. The average savings for SDQN over BFGS are about 17% and 12% in terms of 
it,erat.ion number (ITER) and effect.ive function evaluation number (EFE), respectively. 
Moreover, SDQN appears not sensitive to the change of line search accuracy in t.erms 
of EFE. 
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